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Usually, the disturbances in stoehastic
equations are supposed to be distributed
with constant variances. In many cases
however, this assumption is violated.

This paper gives an analysis of the consequences of heteroscedas-
ticity on the properties of some estimators. Special attention is foc:used
on how to find 8T~-estimators when heteroscedasticity is present. In the
last section ( VI), the problem of testing the presence and th? form of he-
teroscedasticity is analysed, based on a paper of Goldféld, S,M, and
R.E . Quand.t [ 9 ], and Glej ser, H. [ 7].

This note gives mainly a su~unary ot' the.study.that has resulted

in the Research Memorandum E.I.T., 3"A bayesian analysis of heteroscedas-

ticity in regression models", by S. R.(:howdhury and W. Vandaele [ 19 ].

Therefore, the results given in that memorandum are not explai:ierï ~:ex~e .

The author is indebted to S. R.Chowdhury M.S. and Ir. D. Neele-
man for advice and encouragement during the preparation of tne mate i~~l ~á; ;~x~- ~
aented in this paper.
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I. Introduction

1. Definition of Homoscedasticitv and Heteroscedasticitv

Given:

~ . error term at time t in a regression equation 9
t . t i.m~e varying Yrom l, 2, ..., T ;

xi t: t'th observation of the i'th explanatory variable,~
(i s 1,2,...,n) ,

the property oP the distribution of the error term ~ of''being

~~,...,T
t , ~i,...,n independent oY t and. oY xi t~

and having constant variance L'( ~) a c~2 (1.1)
is defined as

Homoscedasticitv.

IY the error terms are not homoscedastic, they are said to be
Heteroscedastic. In this case, the errors, at dif~Yerent ti.u~s, have dif-
Yerent variances:

1,...,T
~t ~( E.2~ 1 Q2

2. Is Heteroscedasticitv co~non in Economic Behaviour

Goldberger, A. [ 8, p. 231 J, mentions the iol~owing ~~~rle~

"... hígh-income fami].ies show much greater variability
in their savings behavior than low-ineome Ya~nilipso ~~
that the assumption oY common disturbance varian~re ynr 3.~: v
be inappropriate Yor a cross-section savi.ngs-inco~ ~~-~-
lationship".

Theil, H. [ 22 , p. l~l ] says:

"e.g. in equa.tions describing consumers' expenditure as
a fl.inction oY incoms, Yamily size, etc. by means of Yami],y



budgets [ the ] assumption [ of constant d~isturbance
variances ] is irrealistic".

Also in the paper of Prais, S.J. and d. Aitchison,
[ 17, P. 16 ] an example of an analysis of family budget data
is given.

Malinvaud, E. [ 15, p. 256 ] noticesa

"In practice it is often easy to assume hoa~oscedasticity
of the errors in studies of aggregate time seri.es, since
the variables are of similar orders of magnitude for the
different observations and there is no reason to fear the
existence of a particular type of heteroscedasticity. On
the other hand, when analyzing micro-economic data ~re are
often concerned with very different individuel units, such
as large, average and small business, households with high
and low incomes, etc. If the errors are o~ the same rela-
tive importance in the individusl units, -~heir absolute
value will be much higher for large than for small busineseg
or for rich than for poor households,"

Here we can also refer to family budget inquirie~ made
by Prais, S.o7. and H.S. Houthal~ker ~ and showing that the
variance of the errors increases with househol~. income, ~~~~~h

~on this field has also been done by Alpine, R.L. ~'

t PRAIS, S.~. and H ~ S. HOUTHAI~R. The A.ual~r~is e.f Ps,.mi~.~y

t~ ~
Bud~ets. Cambridge, The University Press, 1955, p9 550

" ALPIIJE, Robin L. "Cross-Section Regression Analysis of Pr;~-.
fit and Dividends in the Brewing Industry, IJná.~~ed
Kingdom, 195].m63", in HARI', R,E. Studies in Profi;,
Business 5avin~ and In.vestment in the United I~in~~.om
1~20-1962. Volume II. London, George A1.len 8c idnwin,
196~3, pp. 16~m181.
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3. Conseguences of HeteroscedasticitY

What are the consequences when existing heteroscedasticity is ignored
in estimating and testing paraaneters of an economic relationship?

lo The estimated parameters are no longer HLUE t

It will be proved in II, 2 that the least squares estimators ~~~

remains unbiased. However their variances are generally greater thar~ tb~ose
obtained by genera~.i~ed least squares m~ethodó

~ ~
var ~~ ~ var ~~

2o Tests of hypotheses

Heteroscedasticity also aPPects the tests of hypotheses. Various
authors }~"~have studied its influence on the analysis oP variance and have
shown that it seriously affects the significance level and the pow~er of the
tests, especially when there is great variation in size from one class to
another.

BLUE ; Best linear unbiased; An estimator 9~ is BLUE if 9~ has the mi-
nimum varianee within the class oflinear unbiased estimators of 8.

~~ ~ie least squares estimator of a pa,~~aroeter ~ will be indicate~l by ~ ~
whereas ~ means the generalized least squares estimator.

t~t GROIVOW, D.G.C. "Test for the significance of the diPPerence "~atwe.er, mean~
in two normal populations having unequal variances", Biorr~iri~sa,
vol. 38, 1951, PP. 252-256.

BOX, Cx.E.P. "So~ theorems on Quadratic ~orme applied ir.. the s~a~~y- :-.t-
Analysis of Variance Problems. I. EPfeets of inequality u~f' ~TS,x-~ance
in the one-way classification", Annals of Mathematicaà. Statist~:.s.
Vol. 25, 195~, PP. 29C-3o2.

SCH~FE, H. The Analysis of Variance . New 1'ork, John Wiley 8c Sons, .1,959,
PP. 33~-358.

I'!'0, Koichi and William I. SC~iUId,. "On the Robustness of the ~~ Test in
Multivariate Analysis of Varianee when Va.riance-Covarianee Mat:~i-
ces are not Equal", Hiometrika. Vol. 51, J'une 196~, nrs 1~2, pP,
71-82.
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Alre ady in 1938, Welclh, B. L.~ published an arti cle about te st of
equality of the regression parameters of tw~o simple regressions. He found
that the significanee level of the test based on the hy,pothesis of homosceo

dasticity ( cl a~2) is very sensitive to differenees between Ql and Q~.

~. Model

Consider the model

~-X~ ~ (1.3)

in which

~r is the column vector of T observations on the dependent variable,
the regre ssand9

X is the T x n matrix of explanatory variables, the regressors9
~ is a column vector of n parameters9
~ is a column vector of T error terms.

The assumptions underlying the estima.tion procedure fall into two
sets; the first set of assumptions is conserned with the ma.trix X;

- assumption ( i) ó the xit are given real numbers9 that is, they are fixed

in repeated samples. This means that the sole source of variation in

the y vector is a variation in the ~ vector.

Xl is a column veetor of units in the X matrix, X~ b~:ing
the first column in X.

- assumption (ii); the matrix X has rank n. This im.plies that T~ n, lt is
immediate consequence of this assumption that (X'X) is nonaingular

the second set involves the properties of the probabilit~r distribution of ,~;

- assumption (iii)ó the mathematical expectation of each ~ is zero, that is

g( ~.) - ~ .

- aasumption (iv); the variance-covariance matrix oi the errors is

V( e) s L'( ~~' ) a d2 A, d~ G ao

`t WBLCS, B,L. `"The Significanee of the Difference between two Níeans when
the Fopulation ~arianees are Unequel'", Biometrika. Vol. 29, 1938,
p. 350.
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The matrix A is a nonsingular positive definite matrix with trace T fi
so the model allows For h~etersocedasticity, that is var (~) needs
no longer to be constant ó E( ~) ~ d~ For all t, and there may be
autocorrelation between the errors as wellá C(~~) ~ 0, s~ t,

s,t ~ 1,2,...,T. ,

As an alternative oF assumption ( v) wie may apeciiy ~,ssumption
(v). In this case we can then apply least squares ana this estimators are
~I,UE :

- assumption (v) : the variance-covariance matrix oF the errors im

Y~~) ~~~ E') a V ~ ~

where

IT is the unit matrix oF order T. Under this assumption
each ,~ has constant variance ( the homoscedasticity property) and
is uncorrelated with every other ~(s ~ t).

With these assumptions and the model (1.3) ~ae are able }o determine

estimators oF ~.

The model (1.3) together with tiie assumptions (i, ii, iii, iv) is

sometimes defin~ed as the Generalized line ar re~ression model, whereas iF

assum.ption (v) is valied instead oF ( iv), we denote a C1.assical linesr re~res~

sion model.

IF tr(i2) ~ P, P~ T, we can always normal.ize 11 :

IF tr( Sl) ~ p, we takre t2~ - P A and a~2 z T~.

So tr( íl~) g T, S2~ being the normalized variance-covariance ffiatrix.

9
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II Generalized Least Sauares

l. Aitlien's Generalized Least Sauares

It has been shown by Aitksn, A.C.~ that, ii S1 is knownt~ , the

B.L.U.B. of ~ is the generalized least squares vector

~- (X` ~lx)~lX' ~lY

whose variance-covariance matrix isó

F... ... a Q2 (go jj 1 X)-1

~ ~

and an unbiased estimate o~ a2 is given by
a oi ti

~ P e t~ e

T - n

Theorem

PROOF

Since St is a T X T symmetric positive definite matrix, t:~ere Qxi;~t~

a nonsingul.ar matrix P, such that

Pf2P'~IT

Then

The generalized least squares method amounts simply to a linear
trans~ormation oP the variables which is such that t~ze disturbance
associated with the transforaned variables have a sca3.ar ~:ariancem
covariance matrix Q2 Iq,

m~
P' P ~ S2

(2,2)

(2.3)

( 2.6F)

(2:.5)

If we trans~orm the original. relation (1.3) by premultiplyin~ f~ by

P tire obtain the new model

where
Py~PX~~-~

~ AITá~t, A.C. "Least Squares and Linear Combination o~ Observations",
Proceedin~zs o~ the Roya1 Society of Edin~bur~h, Vol. 55, 1~3~~1~35
PPe ~L6~.

~~ I~ i2 is an identity matrix 7~„ the ~ormules (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) can ~be
sim.pliPied to give the least squares estimator. So in this case, no
trans~ormation o~ the variables is needed anymore.
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The error term ~ in ( 2.6) satisfies assumptions ( iii) and ( iv)
of the classical model for

C(~) éPL'(e)

s Q

and
~( ~) ~ Y( P~

~ P Q~ i2 P'

by (2,4)

i~rther the determining variables PX have the properties required
by assumption ( i) and ( ii) .

The mpdel ( 2.6) may therefore be estimated by ordinary least squares
method in ~hich y and X are replaoed by Py and PX. Thus the B,L.U.E, of ~ Will
be

~ ~ { (~)'~c }ml (PX)' Pr
~ (X'P'PX)~1 X'P'PY

~ (X~~ 1 X)~l X'~ 1 y~ ~

2. Comparison bet~reen Least Sauaresm and Generalized Least Sguares Estimam

tors.

We know that to obtain B.b.II.E. by the Iaeast squares estimator
~~(X'X)~1 X'y , the model must be a classical linear regress~.on model.
Yf tae are dealing With a generalized linear regression moeiel, ~.ee. a model
satisfying the assumptions i, ii, iii, iv, and ~ae use the least squares es~
timator instead of Ait]ten's ganeralized least squares, vhat are th.e conso-
quences on the properties of the est~~ator?

PiX)OT

~`he least squares estimator of ~ rema,ins unbiaaed

E( ~ ) ~ C { ( )(' a() s1 ]C' y }

~ ~ ( (X`X)ml X' (X R } E) }

s ~ f C { (7('X)ml J('~ }

ffi ~ because of assumption (iii)
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Autocorrelation or heteroscedasticity do not sï'Pect this property
oi t}~ est ima.tor .

r~rxn~s vA~tlArrc~

So

Ae knop Prom (2.2) that

~ ~~ ~ Q2 (X~ Á 1 X)-1

has minim,m, variance. (~ is B.L.U.E. of~)

var ~~ 4 var ~~

~here ~~ is at~y other linear unbiased estimator oP ~.
For the proo~ can be re~erred to Appendix A.

So
var ~~ y var ~~

~he covariance matrix o~ ~ becames

~ ~r
s ~ 1( F~ - F~) ( F' - F') 9 J

~ ~ 1 lX~X)-1 X~ ~ ~o X(X~X)'1

s c!`'(7CpX)-1 X'ft X (X'X)-1

Thus the classical formula ~or the covariance matrix oá ~~~~ ~ ~~ (X,~)-~
is no lor~~er appropriateo

PROOF

Moreover, the estimator o~ e~2 ; á2 ó~- n is biased

A
e ~ 9 -1 '

~ r ~,~- X(XX) X~

a I I- X(X~X)-1 X~ 1.5
1 L J

~ Fe

~ F is a sy~etric and idempotent matrix, that is

F- F' and F'~ s F.

y-Y~(X~~~) -Y~

( 2.8)

~



Tak3.ng expectations:

E(é' é) - P(~' F' FE) - L' (~' F~)

~ e I tr (F~4 E) J Lg' F' ~ is a sca3.ar ~

~ trLL( F~' E) i~

~ d'` tr (F S2)

~ c~ L tr f2 - tr ( X'X) -1 X' f2 X J
Then

E~~ - e' e - ~~ tr f2 - tr~X'X)-1 X' í2 X

T - x T - ~
(2e9)

3á
tr( X'X) -~ X' ~l C n : there is a positiv~e bias

~ n : there is a negative bias.

Talzing ( 2.8) and ( 2b9) , we see that the classica~. least squares

estimator o~ the covariance matriz of ~,

~~- s2 (X"X)-1

wiLl be biased on tw~o counts:

io) (x'x)-1 ~ áX'x)`1 (x' n X) (X~X)-~

20) s2 is a biased estima.tor oP c~ .

f The propertie s oi the operator trace ( tr) u~aed here are a
tr cA) - c tr( A) , c being a scalar; tr( A} B) ~ tr( A) g tr( B) ;
tr~ AB) - tr( BA) .
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III Heteroscedasticity

Although we have solved in principle the problem of estimation in the
generalized linear regression model, an obvious practical difficulty remains9
to compute ~ and s2 we must know S2.

The matrix A wi.ll generally be unknown and must be estimated f'rom the
data. This is done by making some assumptions about the form of the variances
and covariances of the distribution of ~,. ( See IST)

The case examined in this note is not concerned with autocorrelated
errors, but with the problem of heteroscedasticity.

1. An Unbiased Estimator: Theil's and Prais' method

In II.2 we have shown that ~, the least squares estimator of (1.3),
remains unbiased as long as assumption ( iii): g(f,) - 0, holds.

Thei1, H. [ 22 ] has suggested that this least squares estimator
should be used in the case of heteroscedasticity too.

The covariance matrix of these estimators is then giveL. by (2.8):

E~~~ Q~ (X'X)-1 (Xe S2 X) (~1g)~1 (3e2)

The matrix t~ is unknown, but an estimator Z of A may be obtained by
Ausing the estimators p for ~.

How Z can be obtained will be ex,amined on the hand of some as.~vr.pt~ions
in the ne~ct paragraph.

An estimator of d~ is obtained from

~2 e' nlés -
T- n

again using Z as an estimator of i2.t

(3.~~

In II.2, ~re have proved that ~~ is a biased estimator of cr2 when there is
heteroscedasticity in the model. The proof that ~ is an unbiased estima-
tor is given in Appendix B,

~
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Prais, 5.~. [ 16 ]~ advises to ~alculate ~~ instead oi ~. Yndeed,
since an estimate oi tt has to be computed in any ease, it may be uaed in the
generalized least squares estimator o~ ~ given by (2.1)ó

~.x. g (~' ~ 1 ~)ml ~` ~ 1 Y

The covarianc;e matrix of this estimator is then (2.2)ó

~~ ~ ~ Og ( X ~ 52-1 X ) -1
~~ ~~

(3~5)

(3a6)

The procedure proposed is therefure to obtain an estimate Z oá S1,
then to use this value o~ í2 in obtaining the estimate (3.5) and iinally cal-
culate its covarianc:e matrix irom ( 3.6) .

Tàie idea is that yt is an unbiased estimate a i E(yt), so that Z is
a

an e stimate oi A. To be s~are ,~,~ is not the B.b.U o E. of ~, but it does ta~

account of heterrascedasticity.

I~ necessary, this result can be used to obtain a better estimate
af S1 and this ~orms the basis oi an iterative procedure. This analysis ~rill
be examined in the next paragraph.

~ See alsa C(3LDBER~R, A. [ 8, p. 2~5 ] s PRAiB, S . J. and J. AIT~ISON
[ 17 , pa ~7 ] o

~
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IY Errors Proportional to the Expeeted Yalue of the Dependent Yariable e
Iterative Solutions

k~e noticed in III that although the problem of estimation in the
generalized linear regression model is theoretically solved, the matrix á2
will generally be unknown and must be estimated from the sampleo

On page 12 we mentioned already the unbiased estimator given by
Theil, H. [ 22 ] and nommented by Prais, SeJo [ 16 ], where the elassioal
regression residuals are used to estimate f2, i.e, using ét as an estimate of
C(~), and employing these estimator in plaee of t2o Let us eacamine this ease
nore generally.

We consider the same generalized linear regressian model as in (l03) ó

y ~ X ~ t E (~}.1)

under the assumptions (i, ii, iii, iv). However, because in thia paper ~

only a11ow for heteros~edasticity,n is a nonsingular positive definite diagonal
matrix, i.e.

~,...,T
Yt,s

E(~, ~) z0 , s~t

E(~) ~ Q~ , but have different variances

In general, the variancée of the error term may be assumed to be
proportional to the r'th power t of the expected value of the depende~:~
variable, or

- assumption (vi)

~~,...,T
t ~~) a L E( yt ~ Xt ) J r

in which
r is a sca,lar quantity, usually a positive integer, and Xt is ~t"~oc

t'th row of the X matrix.

The matrix Z, an estimate of Q, is then given by

Z - (diag X ~)r (4.~)

The case when r a 2 has been examined by TSEIL, H. [ 22 ~,
GOLDBER~i, ~, [ 8, p o 24g ] a
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in which the operator d~ denotes the transformation of a oolumn vector in-
to a diagonal matrix.

t~sing this assumption, the ori~inal observstions are transformed

by a T X T non-singul.ar matrix P where

P a( dlaa X~) - r,2

such that
P'P ~ Z 1

Equation (4.1) becomes

in ~hich

PY C P X ~ f ~

(~03)

(4.~)

(4.5)

~ g P~ (~.6)

It follo~s from ( 4.3) ho~ever that before P can be obtained, an esti-
n~.~r:~-.w~~ mu~t ~ found.

l. I~east Sauares Solution; Prais and Aitohison

Prais, S.J. and J. Aitchison [ 17 ] have suggested an ::terative pro-
cedure for t}ne estimation of ti~e parameters involved. Tàere method is to use,
as initial value, the least squares estimator of ~:

~( ~) ~ ~ ,~ (X,X)-1 X, y . ~

This ~(1) is then used to obtain a first estimate of í2, say 7.~ ~~

from ( ~.2) and ( ~.3) namely

r
Z,1) g( diag X~ 1)

The second approa~imation ~( 2) is given by

~c2) ,~ (X'
~i) X)-1 X' ~i) Y

,

This nex v~etor may then be used to obtain a better estimator, 7~2) of il and
thus lead to better estimators of the regression coefficients. S~ìoe~ssive apo
proximations are then obtained as follo~as

~(m~l) z (X' ~m) X)-1 X' ~m) y (IIl m 1,2,...)

c4o7)

~
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This process can be continued until successive iterations converge suffi-
ciently, that is iP

R(s}i) - ~(B) - o

Then ~~ ~) is called the final ve ctor .

Since in our case 7ym) (m ó 1,2,...) is a diagonal matrix, its
inverse is easily obtained b`y calculating the reciprocal oP each of its
diagonal elements . Nevertheless a new ( X' 7y m) X) -1 must be Pound at e ach
sta~e and this will Porm the major task in `the computational procedure.

2. Maximum Lik~elihood Solutionó Method oY ScorinR

IP w~e add to the model ( 4.1) t~ specification that the transformed

error terms are joint normal distributed, the maximum li]eelihood estimators

ot' the eleme~t.s . o~ ~ can l~e found which are tha same as the generalized

].ee~t squares estimators.
TherePore

- assumption (vii) ~ s P,~~ , is ~oint normal distributed, where P

is a nonsingular matrix deiined in (4.3) aad used to transPorm (4.1)
ia order to obtain equation (4.5).

Aaal~rsis

Sinc:e ~ t's are independent, the likelihood itzriction of the sample

T
t( ~ ~Y) ~ II ~ ~)

t- i

g(2x)oT~2 I ~I- i~ QT e~ {- ~~2c~ )

whe re

.~~(Y-X~)' il1(Y-X~)

It can be proved that because P is a linear transPormation oP error
terms, also the error terms must be joint normal distributed.

~
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Since log 1 is an increasing ftiznction of 1, its maximum is at the
same point in the space (7C ~, i2) as the maximum of 1.

The logarithm of the lik~elihood function for given X at the point
~ L ( ~l, ~2s . . ., ~n } is

log 1( ~ ~Y) ~ L~. -;~ T log( 2 n) -;~ log ~ il ~- T log Q- ~~2d2

g C 1 (Y-X~)' i21(Y-X~)
20

Where C is a constant.

2 - -

To find a maxiuum likelihood estimate ~ a(~,~2,,..,~n } of the

true unknrnra parame ter ve ctor ~~{~( o) ~( o) ~~o )}, y~e solve the n
o i 2 n

simultaneous meucimum lik~elihood equationa:

a

s Q

( 4.8)

a L~
a ~n

0

~
As the set of equation (4.8) is difficult to solve analytically,

in practice an iterative procedure is adopted to evaluate num~rically the

estiieates of the parameters. Generally a reasonable economical such pros

ces is as follo~as.

We use a trial solution and derive linear eguations for small ad-
ditive corrections, the proc:ess being repeated until successive correctior,s
become negligible, that is the solutions isay be effected approximately on a
computer by the "method of scoring".~

For referencea see Appendix C,
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Method of Scorina

We denote by ~ m) the n x n information matrix, whose ( i , j)'th

element is

~ L~

a ~i a ~~
d

at ~i ~ ~im)

i,j

` ~ where Qt's are supposed to be lmown.~

Let d(~) be the n-dimensional column vector, called the score vector,
whose i'th cozaponent is

and

( m)

ó L~ ~

ó~i ~ at ~i - ~im) ; et's are supposed to be known

1 d(m-1)
~( m-~)

The method of scoring which is an iterative procedure, makes u~se
of A(m) and d(m) in the following wayó

Let ~(1), being the value of some consistent estims.tor of ~, be a
first a roximationT~to the solution of equations ( 4~.8), then a second approxi-
mation ~~) is given by

~(~ ) ~ ~( 1) } ~(2 )

~ ~(1) f ~i) d(1)

fi We can estimate the different Qt's by least squares. Here, we refer to
the Remark, on the Method of Scoring on rwr~ page.

t} We ean take e.g. ~(1) ~(X'X)-1 X' y ó the least squares estimator.
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and the (mt i) 'th approximation by

~( m~` i) z~( m) ~, ~~) d( m) (~.9)

Then the iteration proc:ess is continued until successive approxima-

tions become negligible, that is until the vector ~m) is sufficient close

to zero.t

( s)Calling the iinal vector ~ , then ~~

Remark;
Estimating ~ and the ~'s simultaneously.

In the above explained u~thod we supposed that the Qt's are given
values. Another procedure may be not to estimate the ~-vector only, but the
~-vector together with the T variances of~.

So the in~ormationmatrix would be a( T~- n) X( Tf n) matrix with

ai~ - E ~ - ~L~

~ ~ ``i a ~~
ai~-~ (- a2L~

~ aTia~,i

l
~ at ~i ~ im)

l -~(m) i t T, ~~ T
J at ~ - oi

(m)
~~ ~ ~~

( a~ L~ai~ ~ L I m ( m) i, ~ á Tl a~i a~~ J at ~i s~i
and the score vector will be composed of n f T componentsé n first order

partial de rivat ive s with re spe ct to ~i at ~i a~im) and T with re spe ~-t

to ct at ct ~ Qtm).

t The existence o~ a numerical solution ~or the maximum o~ Z(a i,~ is ex-
amined by AITCHI~OIV, J. and s.D. SILVEi [ 1, P. 8~5-827 ]. ~Te can also
refer to B~ARNE'IT, V.D. [ 4 ].

~
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Tn this way the ~ and the Q's are ad~usted simultaneously. It may
result that in this way, the number of iterations will be reduced. For the
moment this is a topic for ftzrther research.

3. Rsvised Method oP the Prais' and Aitahison's solution.

If the cost oP inversion is large, there will be a computational
advantage to use

in formula

So

(X~~(~) X)-~

(4.7) rather than

(x' ~m) X)-~

~(m}1) a (~~ ~Si) ~)-1 Xt ~C m) y
Also since considerable precision is usually required, when inverm

ting matrices, this revised method has the advantage of being less prone to
error,

Of course more iterations may be required iP (4.10) }s ~.sed rather

than (~. 7), but be cause onl.y 7~ m) has to be inverted at each stage ( ZC m)

being diagonal), com~rutational time will probably be saved.

~. Revised Procedure oP the Method ai Scoring

The heavíest part of the computation involved in the abore e~?ained

'~ethod of scoring" is the inversion of a matrix A~m) at each iteratior.,.
~ e

Finney, D.J. and A3.tchison, J. and S.D. Sílvaii~j [ 1, p. 8~"7 ) ~

[ 2, p. 156 j suggested to re lace m) at each stage by A~1) . So the i;~-

version of only one inPormation matrix is required.~Con~seque~ ntly, we can

write (~.9) as
~(m~l) ~ ~(m) ,~, 1 d(m)

~~)

Aitchison, J. and S.D. Silv~j ~id not give conditions under whioh
the sequence oP iterations does converge, but simply put forward two ~ustifi-
cations é

(i) "the Pact that similar modiiications of Newton's method have
been used succ:esfu].ly elsewhere" ;

(ii) the similarity with Newton - Raphson's method.

~F ~Y, D.J. Profit analvsis. Cambridge, University Press, 19~7.
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5, Calculation of' the Covariance Matrix of the Parameters

We know that the covariance matrix of the generalized least
N

squares estima.tor ~ is given by

~~ ~ ~ ~2 (X~ ~-1 X)-1

where Q~ is estimated by

Mi 1 N

~~ ~ eon e

T - n

So an estimator of E~ ~ is

8~(s)~(s) .- s(s) (X' ~a) X)-i

whe re

s2(s)

e(s)' 1 e(s)
- ~~~ -

T - n

y' ) y - ~(s) ~ ~~ `~~1 Y

T - n

(4.12)
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V Errors Proportional to the Explanator.y Variables

Up to no~ we examined the cases where assumption (vi) Were valied i.e.

V ~,,..,T
t E (~t) ~ [ e ( yt I Xt ) ~

In some cases, it is possible to simplify the computation by adop-
ting a further approximation.

It sometimes happens, particularly When the number of explanatory va-
riables is small, that a large part of the variability in y is explained by
one of the x's ( explained standard deviation) . Such an x~ill be knotan as a
representative variable.

If the varianc:e of the ~(t ~ 1,...,T) is distributed sueh that as-
sumption ( vi) holds, it may be possible to approxima,ve this distribution by
replacing L(yt) by this representative variable.

Let the seeond Xi in (4.1) be the re presentative one so that

- assumption (viii) g(~) ~ (x~)r

then

Z a (diag X2)r
in xhich X2 is the column vector { a~i, x~2,..., x~ } and the transfor,nation
matrix P is then ,- r 2

P - (diag X2)

It is a simple matter to obtain the transformed model (4.5) and the

generalized least squares estimator (2.1), ~where i~ is replaced by his est3iaa-

tor Z. ~articularly, if r S 2, sll that is needed is division of the regressiior.

equation (4.1) throughout by each x~ (t ~ 1,2,...,T) and consideration of the

ratiomodel :~

in which

y x2 xtl i, . . .,T -t ~ ~ 1 ~. ~ t f. . .f S nt ~ ~lt x~ 1 x2t 2 x2t n x t t
2

~ - ~t,x2t

~ Deflation of this kind has been examin~ed by KUH, E. and J.R. NLYER, [ 14 ] 9
JOHIJSTON, J., [ 10, p. 210 ].
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or in matrix notation t

~rhe re

X(2 ) a

~2) r X(2) ~ } ~ (2)

í~lr~l ~ I R ~

..-

yl y2 YT,...,
21 x22 x2T

xll,x21 x21,x21 . . . . Xnl,x21

x~x22

xl~x~, . . . . . xnT~x~,

(502)

(5.3)

We can then apply ordinary least squares on the transformed model (5.1).~t

It might be suggested to select more variables to be representative

e.g. in a regression equation involving n explanatory variables, the firist m

of ~hich provide the most significant part of the explanation, the simple un-

~eighted sum of these m variablesttt may provide a reasonable approximation

of assumption (vi) with which the variances of the error terms can be stabili-

zed .

In such cases, the matrix 42 can be approximated by

Z- ~diag(Xl ~X2 f ... }Xm)

t

]`

There may be some confusion in the notation because ~ l may have t~so
significatíons; primo the value of X at the second i~átion, secur.do
the matrix (5.3) out of the ratio model (5.1) We can state hoWever that,
due to the context, no conftzsion ~ill exist.

tt Tl~is case has been considered approvingly in the Research Memorandum of
R.CBOWDHURï, S. and W. VAN~AEI~ [ 19 ].

~htt Gà~TSTR, H. ( 7 ] has examined the case of tal~ing linear eombinations of
the variables. See VI, 2.
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VI Testin~ Heteroscedasticity in Re~ression Errors

Upto now Ne have treated at great lenght several methods of estima-

ting in regression models, if the errors are heteroseedastic. The preliminary

problem of testing the presence and the form of heteroscedasticity will be

examined in the next pages.

As is mentioned in our Research Memorandum [ 19 ], the usual Bart-
lett's test of homogeneity of variances cannot be applied because only one
sample is at out disposal.

The tests discussed are all based on the assumption (vii), i.e. the

error terms are normally distributed.

l. F-test of Goldfeld and Quandt

Goldfeld, S.M. and R.E`. Quandt assumed in their article [ 9] that

~~, o 0 o,T
g(~) ~~ xmt

They set up a generalized linear regression model:

under the assumptions (i, ii, iii and iv), and a ratiomodel

~m) ` X(m)~ ~ ~ (m)

where

( 6.1)

(é,2)

y~m) 9 X(m) are matrices differing from y and X only in that the;~

contain the elements of y and X each divided by the corresponding elemez~ts of

the m'th column of Xt ,-and r~m) is the vector ,~ where each element is 3~Ji-

dédi by the corresponding el.ement of mt.

The objective of this investigation is to estimate ~i and to accgpt
one or the other model (or possibly neither). The underlying theory for dis-
criminating bet~een the two statistical models isó if the linear model is true,
but ~ is ealculated from the ratiomodel, the assumption of homosc:edasticity of
the errors of the correct model implies that the errors in the ratiomodel can-
not be homoscedastic. But also the reverse is trueo

t Of course the ratiomodel is meaningleas if any xmtmvalue is zero.
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To distinguish between (6.1) and (6.2) both models are tested for
homoscedasticity. t

g0 ; ~ ~ ~ z , , . ~ ~ - ~ , homosc:edasticity

gA ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ~ ~ . heterosCedasticity

Procedure
. ~ ~.

~ order the observations by the absolute value of the variable m- ;

i.e. the new ordering is given in terms of the second subscript

of mt so that

~xmt ~~ ~~ ~ G---' t G s 9

f index the remaining variables so that the index values correspond

with those of the xmt ;

~- chose a number of centrai observations ,m, to be omitted, but so
that T2m ~ n

t fit separate least squares regression to the first (T-m)~2 and the

least (T-m)~2 observations

-~ form the statistic

Si

where Si and S~ are the re sidusl sum of squares
small and relatively large values of m.

é'é based on the relatively

It may happen that we reject homoscedasticity in both cases, so that we
have to suspend judgment as to which model is preferable. One of
the re asons may be because the variance of the error te rm is not
proportional to x~ but to a po~er of another explanatory variable.
Táierefore in the ~esearch Memorandum [ 19 ] the possibility of

L(~) ~ (xit) ( i ~ 1,2, . . .,n)
is examined simultaneously.

When we test the homoscóedastieity of (6.2), the ordering is carried out ~rith
l~mt rather than x~t i.e. 1 1~- ~ t ~X ~ ~--a t G s.

mt ms
The procedure remains further the same if we read l~mt where ~t is
mentioned.
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It can be proved that under the null hypothesis R has a F-distribu-
tion t :

R N ~( T-m-2n T-m-2n )
2 ' 2

Under the alternative hypothesis values oP R will tend to be large.
When in testing the linear model we find R to be in the critical region, this
does not means that the ratiomodel will give homosc:edasticity. The only con-
clution we can drawn is that given the data, there is not enough reason to ac-
cept the null hypothesis.

2. Student test o~ Gle,,~ser ~~

2.1. The case of one regressor-------------------------

y- ~o~~lx}~

whe re

yl

Y-

yT

9

under the following assumptionsó

~1,...,T
t,t

Xs

xl

X2

El

E2

a) x is a vector of given real numbers 9 [ S Ass. ( i) ]

b) x is a non negativet~~

c) E( E) g 0 [ a Ass. ( iii) ]

d) V(E) - ~il [ - Aes. (iv) ]

See GAIoDBERGER, A. [ 8, p. 173 ]; JOffiVSTGN, J. [ 10, p. 117 ].

i 6.3)

~~` This section is based on an article of GLEJSER, H. [ 7], revised version
to be published in The Journal of the American Statistical Associa-
~,i~, March 1969. We are very grate~z]. to Pro~. Gle~ser ~or permis-
sion to quote Prom his paper.

t~ ~ The non-negativity of x involves no loss of generality as the origin can
always be changed.
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where S2 is a pqsitive definite matrix of order i'. 4Te assume
Purther that g(~ ~) ~ 0, errors are independently distribu-
ted, so that i2 is a diagonal matr3.x ;

e) ~ is normally and independently distributed [- Ass. (vii) ]

~ can generally be written as

~ - v Pg( x)

where

and
v is a stochastic variable with G(v) ~ 0 and P(v) -~

Y

( 6.4)

Pg(x) is a polynomial of order g in any non-negative fbnetion of xé

Pg( x) -{ mo f ml ii x) f m2 [~ x) ] 2 f...~ mg [~( x) ] g}
(6.5)

ïn order to esti~ate ~ ~{~o~ ~1 }, y~e ~irst need to estimate
the coef~icients oP the polynomial Pg( x) .

2.2. Estim.ating the coeí"~icients oP the polynomial P( x)-----------------------------------------------g---

In order to estimate the coefficients o~ Pg(x) we take abso-

lute values and expectation

g( ~~.~ )- E( Iv I) . Pg(x)

~ e( LI) mo-~e ( ~v~) ml~(x)~-.....
-~ e( Iv I) mg [ ~( x) l g ( 6. 6)

Gle jser proposed to estimate E( ~v ~}mi oP ( 6.6) by regressi.ng

~ét ( on the [ P(x) ] i; ~et ~ is the absolute value o~ the l~east squares resi-

dual of (6.3)0

~ét) - ~ ( ~v~) . Pg( x) ~- ut (6.7)
where .

u,t - ~ét ~- L' ( ~.f.t ~

The disturbance ,u~ does not generally have zero expectation, but it

can be proved that, under assumption ( e), L' ( u,t ) will . tend to zero áor large

sample s, so that the le ast square s esti.mators o~ 8( ~v ~)mi ( i~ 0,1, ..., g) in

(6.7) will be asymptotically unbiased.
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PROOF

so
z is a normally distributed variable,

(' ao

E( ~? ~) ~ 2 J i exp {-;~ z2~ ~} dz
oz 2 n o z

After some calculation we find

~ ~Z ~) - cz ~
Using this re sult

g( ut) - E ( ~et ~) - L( I~ ~)-( ét -~) n

Because least squares estimators are consistent:

n~o ~g~ dt'g P{~Q„-Q ~~s}xo
et f`t

thus

for t-~ao ~(~) ~0

2,3. Testin~ Heteroscedasticity

In practice, the Pg(x) tested will be of the form

m ~-m x~
0 1 9 ~ EV , Va { 1, ~- ~- 1 } (6.8)

Inserting (6.8) into (6.7) ~e obtain

~et ~~ E( ~v ~)mo ~~( ~v ~)mi

~ oco -~ cxi xt

xt (6.~)

The se paramete rs ó and al are the n est3mated by l,e ast squares method fio

yield ó and cxl.

Tn order to find the form of the heteroscedasticity, the estimates

ó and ái are tested whether they differ significantly from zero by the t-test.

Twn relevant possibilities may then axise:
(1) The est3.mated intercept in ( 6.9) , ó, does not .differ significantly from

zero, but ~, the estimated slope dces. TY~erefore ~~ c~ ml xt~ '
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In this case .the generalized least squares are applied to ( 5.3) tahere Z~, an

estimate oP ~S2 is given by

xi~ 0 . , . 0

2z z
cv mi

0 , . , x2~
T

where ~ mi merely plays the role oP a scale Pactor

(2) Both estimators ó and cx~ are signiPicant that means;

c~ ~~( mo -~ ml xt ) 2
~t -

An estimate oP ~S2 is in this case given by

(ó f ml xi) 2 0 ... 0

Z~ - ~ ~ (IIIO ~F IIll X2)2

V

~ . . . (m -P m ~)2
O T ~

In all other cases, the hypothesis oP homoscedastieity is acc~pte~.

2.~. The Case oP Several Regressors------------------------------

Generalization oP (6.3), but limiting us to a polynomial oP the first
orde~ E be come s ó

~- v L mo f ml Pl( xl) -~ m2 f2( xl) f...-~ mn Pn( xn) ~ ( 6o1C)
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so that (5.9) becomes

Iet I- e( IY~) L mo f ml fl(xlt) -~ ... t mk fk (,c~)
]~~t

- ó } (zi fi(xit) } ... f
n ~n (xnt) } ut ( 6.11)

The parameters of (6.11) are estimated by least squares, and their
significance is tested using the t-test.

Glejser proposes here that the regressioncoefficients which are not
significantly different from zero, are dropped and the m remaining paratr~ters
( indexed by ( l, 2, ...,m) are reestimated by least squares.

The Z~ matrix, which is an estima.te of Q2 A, is then given by
2

ml P1 c xl' 1) f... f ~ f~ ( X~' 1) ~ ... 0

Z~ - c2v

0 mlfl( xl~T) ~- . . . ~ mmfm( m9~)
n n ~

The Z~ matrix is then used to yield a generalized least squares estima-
tor . fi

2.5. Sma].l Sample properties - Monte Carlo study-------------------------------------------

Because the above explained method is only valid whPn dealing wivh
large samples, Gle,jser, H. has studied the case of small samp~.es by Moa~t~e
Carlo experiments.

The results he found are however not quite satis~actory and in no way
convincing.

If ii 1' ~~`'m m- 1, s.nd j- i, we are dealing with the case examined
1 on page ~3, where the Z matrix was composed of a unweighted sum of
m variables, given r- 2;

Z s { diag ( Xl f X2 f.., f~) } a
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Appendix A

Lemma

var ~~ ~ var ~~

where

~ is the generalized least squares estimator and ~~ any

other unbiased linear estimator oi ~ in

PROOF

where

Say ~-(X'S~1X)-1X'ï21yóLy

~ ~ (X~~ 1 X)`1 Xe~ 1 is a linear operator.

If ~ is unbiased then L X- g;

~-L(X ~}~)

L'( ~) ~ E( L X~) ~ L( L~)

-LX~-~L~(E)
A

~~ ii LX-I

Say~~mLy where L~L~-D
~~ á.s another unbiased linesar estimator o~ ~ so

L X- (L-~D)X~ L X~DX~ y

Dtit L X ~ I

so DX~ 0

E~.~ ~.~ ~ ~~ ( Í, ~t D) .~ ( L' ~ D' )

m~~ L n L' -~ ~ L i2 D' ~- Q~ D n D' -~ Q 2 D AL'

(Aa

-~~ ( X' i2 1 X) -g -~ ~2 ( X' Sl 1 X) -1 X' f2 1 í2 D~

~~ D S2 D' ~- ~ D~ t2 1 X( X' i~ 1 X) -~

~ d2(X`tt1X)-i-~ ~Di2D

[ a~s o ( i) ~

bP~ause o~ (A. 1)



We lmow that, because A is a positive definite matrix the product D 12 D9
is a nonnegative definite matrix. But the el.ements of the main diagonal
of such a matrix are all ~ 0 so

var ~~ ~ var ~~f ~ d3~ , d~~ ~ 0

so

var ~~ ~ var ~~ .
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1~ppendix B

Theorem

The estimator s given by the formula:

s ~
N1 1 N
e t2 e

T - n
is an unbiased estimator o~ d2

Nwhere e is a vector of the generalized least squares estimated
residuals.

PROOF

The residuals, estimated by generalized least squares are

é - (y - X ~

- x~~ E- x {( x' n 1 x) -1 x' i~ 1( x ~ f~) }

- ~~-x(x'~~x)-~x~ ~1~~
~ M E

M is a sy~netric and idempotent matrix.

Hence the weighted sum oi squared residuals is

e' n 1 e ~~' L S2 1- i2 1 X( x' ,: 1 X) -1 x' ti 1~ S

-~' N~

where

N~ il 1 M be a sycruuetric and idempotent matrix

~(e' nlë)ve(E'N~)
-trg(N~' ~)

~ ~ tr ( N A)

- ~tr L (~l- nlX(x'~lx)-lx' ~l) ~~

~ c~(T-n)
,~p N ~ 1 N

e il e
g ( ) - U2

T - n Q.E.D.
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Appendix C Method ofScoring~

We know that the maxinum likelihood (m.l.) estimators are the solu-
tions of the m.l. equations:

ó L~ - 0
a e.

where L~ is the log L~ 8 ~ Y).

i ~ 1,,..,n

It may happen that the m.1. estimators can be obtained in e~rplicit
form. Sometimes, however the m.1. equations are so complicated that iterative
methods must be used to find a root, starting irom some trial values ti, One
such method is known as the "method oi scoring ~or parametersB9.

In this appendix, the method ~ri.ll be explained stasoting from a
m.l. f~inction involving one parameter. So we only have one m.l. equatior~
to solve :

This m.l. equation can be expanded in a Taylor series, ~.zsing t as
a trial value of A and retaining only the first potaer o~ the tierivative wit??
respect to 6

~ ~ ,,, 2 ~
0~ cl 9 ~ d 9 ~(9 - t) d L

N

e~ 8 ~~t d ~ W g`iF

~rhere
~ N N

9 is some value in the interval ( A, t), 9 be ing thP ex.e.ct vw:~.ue

the m.l. estimator satisf~ing (C. 1).

Thus
Á- t - d L~

d 8
d2 L ~

d A2

~ e~ 9~

( C. 2)

f References: ~ 1 j, [ 2], [ Z3, PP. 35-7~ ], ~ 18, PP. 302-309 ]o
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The most common method for the choice of t, the initial value oi
6, is the value of som,e eonsistent estimator of 9, e,g. the least squares esm
timator. Then for large n, w~e shaL7. have the t~r~o consistent estimators t and
9 converging in probability to the true value, say e Consequently 9~ ,
which is bracl~ted by two consistent estimators, will also do so.

~he three random variables

9 - 8~

will all converge in probability to

[~ d2 L~ )d 92 .m
9- 9

and [ ]
9- t 8 v t

~hus we may write ( C o 2) approa~imately as

9-t- (CD 3)

A-t

or

e-t- d L `~

d A
A- t ] ( C. 4)

9~ t

(C.3) is the 1Vewton-Raphson's method of approximation, and (C. ~) is
Isno~an as ~the ~thod of scorin.g for parameters" . ~his modification ( Ca ~) i~
due to Sir R,A. Pisher. t

When, not one but a vector of parameters is to be estimated, it can
easil.y be verified that ( C. ~4) is identical ~rith (~.9) ;

~(mi~1) a ~(Iri) ~ ~ 1) d(m)
tri '

d(m) being trie vector of first order partial derivatives of L~ with respe~}
to ~i at ~i( m) , the previous calcul.ated approxianation of ~i and A( m) tY!a
information matrix, compose~. of the negative values of ttiae ma,thematical expec~
tations of the second order partial derivatjves of L~ with res~C~ct to the ~i 9 s

at R( m)i '
~ FiS~R, R.A. "Theory of statistical estimation", Proceedin~ of the Ca~brid~e

Philosophical Societv, iTol. 22, 1925, pp. 700-725. Paper reprir~ted i.n
FIS~, R.A. Contributions to Mathematical. Statistics, l~ew Yorá~, ~o~..n
wiley 8c Sons, 1950 .
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